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ABSTRACT
The advancement of software defined networking (SDN) is redefining traditional computer networking architecture.
The role of the control plane of SDN is of such importance that SDNs are referred to as network operating systems (OSs).
However, the robustness and security of the network OS has been overlooked. In this paper, we report three main issues
pertaining to network OSs. First, we identified vulnerabilities that could be exploited by malicious or buggy applications
running on network OSs. We also identified four major attack vectors that could undermine network OS operations: denial
of service, global data manipulation, control plane poisoning, and system shell execution. Further, it was demonstrated
that real-world attacks can be launched on commonly used network OSs without significant effort. Second, we present
a method to address the attacks by analyzing network applications running on network OSs to identify their behavioral
features, which enabled the extraction of a permission set for each network application. Based on this work, a permissionbased malicious network application detector was introduced, which examines the permission set of each application and
prevents it from executing without permission. Our system shows almost no performance overhead. Copyright © 2015
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software defined networking (SDN) is a revolutionary
computer networking architecture whose programmability, flexibility, and dynamism serve to distinguish it from
legacy computer networks. In general, an SDN with a
single centralized controller abstracts underlying network
infrastructures (e.g., network routers or switches) to provide network applications with a global view. Considering
its similar role to that of traditional operating systems
(OSs) (e.g., Linux), namely, the abstraction of system
resources to their applications, SDN controllers can be
regarded as a network OS [1]. A number of network OSs
have been proposed for which there are various network
applications available [1–5]. Several research projects [6,7]
have employed network OSs, which have even been used
in commercial products, such as the Google B4 project
and Facebook datacenter [8,9]. In situations such as these,
establishing the security, robustness, and reliability of a
network OS has become crucial because a network OS
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would be the main target of attackers who would be able to
control a target network simply by compromising a single
target (i.e., the network OS).
Considering the vulnerability of a network OS, it would
be reasonable to expect that aspects of the security problems would have been addressed in existing studies. However, we discovered that most of the work relating to
network OSs was directed at performance issues [10] or
distributed architectures [11,12]. In fact, a limited number
of studies have attempted to shed some light on the security
problems associated with SDN [13]; however, their contributions may not eliminate every possible problem, as their
efforts were mainly limited to presenting the possibilities
or side effects of attacks [13,14].
The scarcity of studies exposing security (or robustness)
issues relating to network OSs prompted our decision to
examine these issues. One of these studies [15] introduced
issues that could threaten the robustness and security of
existing network OSs. Using this paper, we identified possible threat vectors applicable to existing network OSs and
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categorized them for further analysis. In addition to categorizing the threats, our research also extended to executing
attack trials of real-world network OSs. For example, an
attack was conducted that was aimed at modifying the
internal information of a network OS with the ultimate goal
of confusing other critical network applications. Cases are
presented in Section 3.
Based on our analysis and categorization of threat
vectors, a possible defense mechanism is presented, considering the characteristics of a network OS. Our defense
approach consists of an initial analysis of the behavioral
operations of existing network applications running on
a network OS, following which an attempt is made to
generalize these behavioral patterns. These patterns were
expected to enable us to extract selected features that
would allow the definition of most of the critical operations (or functions) of a network application. Finally, the
features that were identified in this manner were implemented to control the operations of a network application
with the aim of avoiding unintended and unexpected misbehavior (e.g., crashing the network OS). Using these
features, we proceed to define permission-based roles for
each network application, which could be used by network administrators as elements for selectively permitting
operations, thereby allowing the necessary features for a
network application to be specified. Using defined roles
for network applications would enable the detection of a
network application that behaves abnormally.
The main contributions of our work are categorized
as follows.
 Most of the possible attack vectors against a network OS are categorized. This paper describes the
implementation of several attack network applications and demonstrates that they are able to crash,
confuse, or misuse network OSs without significant
effort.
 The operations of a network application are analyzed,
and the critical features that could have a serious
effect on a network OS are extracted.
 A novel defense mechanism is proposed for defending
a network OS against diverse attacks. It is shown that
our approach detects (and prevents) attacks by simply
defining selected necessary features. This approach
shows almost zero overhead in our test cases due to a
lightweight design.
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puter networking area [16]. SDN consists of three main
components: (i) a data plane; (ii) a control plane (also
known as a network OS or a controller); and (iii)
network applications.
Figure 1 shows a simplified SDN network architecture.
A brief description is provided of packet delivery from the
source to the destination in the network. At first, when
a new packet is initiated from the source host (i.e., Host
A) and sent to a switch (i), the switch first looks up its
flow table to check if a flow rule that can handle this
packet is present in its flow table entry. If the switch cannot find a flow rule for handling the packet, it will send
a request for a flow rule to the network OS (ii). Next, the
network OS delivers this request to the network application, upon which the application (here, we assume that a
network application simply forwards all packets to a target host) will generate a flow rule to handle this packet
(iii). The network OS will enforce this rule to the switch
(iv); and finally, this packet will be forwarded to Host
B (v). The OpenFlow [17] protocol is widely used for
communication between the switch and the network OS.
This protocol is currently the de facto standard protocol for communication between the two entities under an
SDN environment.
This example indicates that all components of the data
plane in an SDN network should connect to a network OS
(or a set of network OSs). Therefore, the network OS will
be a centralized control point at which flow rule information is received or from which status information is sent.
In this environment, the network OS (and its applications)
controls all network flows passing through these network
devices. Likewise, the network OS controls the whole

2. BACKGROUND
Software defined networking is a new network paradigm
that decouples the control plane (deciding how a packet
is forwarded to a destination) from the data plane (actually delivering packets based on the decision of the control
plane), thereby using software to enable the network to
become intelligent. SDN enables a logically centralized
network; thus, it is considered a promising architecture capable of addressing current problems in the com1972

Figure 1. Simple software defined networking operation: how a
packet is traversed from source to destination.
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network environment; thus, it can be regarded as the brain
of a network environment.

3. ATTACKING NETWORK
OPERATING SYSTEM
This section presents possible attack scenarios against
existing network OSs with real examples.
3.1. Assumption and test environment
The assumption is made that an application, provided by
a third-party developer, can be installed on a network OS.
We believe that the assumption is feasible because most
network OSs highly encourage anyone who has an interest
in this area to implement a network application by releasing open APIs [1–5]. Moreover, this trend can be seen in
industry, for example, a network application store that has
been launched by HP [18].
Our attacks were demonstrated by employing three
well-known network OSs: NOX version 0.9.2, FloodLight
version 0.90, and OpenDayLight version 1.0. All the tests
were conducted in a Mininet version 2.0 [19] environment,
which is a popular SDN emulator, and four different types
of attacks were tested against these network OSs.
3.2. Attack summary
Table I summarizes the four attack vectors that were found.
The denial of service (DoS) attack is either capable of
affecting the performance of a network OS or harms the
availability of both the network applications and the network OS itself. The internal storage manipulation attack
was targeted at all the mentioned types of network OSs,
except for OpenDayLight. This form of attack breaks the
integrity of internal data and could cause the applications
running on the network OS to function in an unintended
manner. The data plane poisoning attack affects the data
plane by manipulating the flow entries of a switch. The system shell execution allows a network application to execute
arbitrary system calls that would be capable of destroying
a system. Table I shows these different types of attack and
practical example codes executed on FloodLight.

ment scheme, such as CPU and memory usage restriction,
running an infinite loop in the application is enough to consume the resources of a network OS. The second approach
is to block an OpenFlow event from being sent to other
applications. By design, it is the responsibility of each
network application to decide whether to keep an existing OpenFlow event or to send it to other applications.
When an event handler in one application receives an
OpenFlow event, it can decide whether the event should
be kept and sent to other applications through its return
value. If the return value of the event handler is STOPPED,
the event dispatcher in a NOX kernel does not proceed
to deliver the OpenFlow event to other applications. An
application developer can assign the highest priority for a
specific OpenFlow event type in the application to enable
it to receive the event first and prevent other applications, including a forwarding application, from receiving
the event.
FloodLight case. By design, a FloodLight controller has
to wait until an application completes its process. This
behavior is very similar to that of NOX. The malicious
application is able to loop itself infinitely, upon which
FloodLight stops working and waits until the malicious
application finishes its work.
OpenDayLight case. An attack on this network OS can
be achieved by implementing an application that creates a
number of threads. If the number of unnecessary threads
is sufficiently large, that is, hundreds, OpenDayLight is
slowed down operationally. Table II shows the decrease in
performance as the number of threads increases. Eventually, OpenDayLight becomes unresponsive when a malicious application creates more than 500 threads.
3.4. Internal storage manipulation attack
FloodLight case. This type of attack only applies to FloodLight at this time. The attack is performed by allowing
a malicious application to access the core database and
manipulate its data (i.e., manipulate internal storage). The
effectiveness of this type of attack was demonstrated on
Table II. Latency of the first packet forwarding without flow
entry in switch according to attack threads.

3.3. Denial of service attack

Thread counts

NOX case. There are two ways to perform this attack on
NOX: CPU consumption and OpenFlow event delivery
prevention. As NOX does not have a resource manage-

No thread
100 threads
500 threads

Initiating packet latency
0.20 ms
0.73 ms
Unreachable

Table I. Summary of vulnerable attack vectors on each network operating system.
Attack vectors
Denial of service
Internal storage manipulation
Data plane poisoning
System shell execution

NOX

FloodLight

OpenDayLight

Practical example (FloodLight)

O
X
O
O

O
O
O
O

O
Unknown
Partial
O

return Commands.STOP
storageSource.executeQuery()
sw.clearAllFlowMods()
Runtime.getRuntime().exec()
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Figure 2. An example of data manipulation.
Table III. Average round trip time before and after the data
plane poisoning attack.

Normal
Compromised
Delay rate

Figure 3. Example of data plane poisoning attack in FloodLight
controller.

FloodLight by configuring the simple test environment
shown in Figure 2. The test involved the creation of a simple DoS detector application, which periodically checks
the Packet_in count value in the internal storage of
FloodLight, and it reports alerts if the count value exceeds
a predefined threshold value (shown in Figure 2(c)).
Then a malicious application is installed (the red box in
Figure 2(a)) in order to confuse the detector. This prevents
our DoS detector application from detecting an attack, even
if a DoS attack takes place (Figure 2(b) and (d)).
3.5. Data plane poisoning attack
FloodLight case. The application of this attack to FloodLight is presented in Figure 3. Here, a malicious application succeeds at flushing out the flow rules from the data
plane. According to the OpenFlow protocol, when a new
network packet arrives at a data plane that does not contain
a flow rule for the arrived packet, the data plane needs to
send a flow rule request message to the network OS at the
initiation of flow creation, typically once per network flow.
However, if the malicious application flushes out all the
1974

NOX

FloodLight

OpenDayLight

0.05 ms
2.00 ms
3900%

0.05 ms
5.00 ms
9900%

0.08 ms
0.11 ms
37.5%

flow rules, the data plane is forced to send a flow request
message every time the network packet arrives at the data
plane. This would significantly delay the entire network.
As shown in Table III, the round trip time delay measured
when the malicious application was in effect was 100 times
more than without the malicious application.
In addition, the way in which the transmission of a critical flow rule impacts the performance was demonstrated by
comparing the traverse time, as shown in Table III. When
a malicious application periodically transmits a delete flow
rule to a switch, the overall performance is degraded significantly. Since the malicious application deletes all the
flow rules, the switch would send a query to the control plane for every packet. Sending a critical flow rule
would be able to cause security holes, such as bypassing
the firewall, intrusion detection system, and other network
security devices.
NOX case. Similar to FloodLight, NOX does not have a
restriction mechanism for sending an arbitrary flow rule to
the data plane, regardless of which application sends a flow
rule intended for a developer or an adversary. The effect of
this kind of attack is clearly presented in Table III.
OpenDayLight case. Since OpenDayLight does not
check the authenticity of a flow rule sent to the data plane,
a malicious application was used to perform the data plane
poisoning attack as well. As shown in Table III, however,
the latency of the round trip time does not increase significantly compared with the cases of NOX and FloodLight
although the malicious application successfully affected
the data plane. This result shows that OpenDayLight may
be resilient to the data plane poisoning attack.
3.6. System shell execution attack
During this type of attack, a malicious application can create a number of new processes to consume the resources
of the host computer running FloodLight. As an operation
Security Comm. Networks 2016; 9:1971–1982 © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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of this nature would not be restricted by a network OS,
the application would be able to conduct various critical
operations that could alter the normal operations of FloodLight, NOX, or OpenDayLight. None of the network OSs
were found to provide any means for restricting the invocation of a sensitive system call (e.g., a system exit function),
and thus, all network OSs would be prone to this type
of attack.

4. DEFENDING NETWORK
OPERATING SYSTEM
FROM ATTACKS
4.1. Overview
In the previous section, we presented real-world examples of situations in which network OSs could be attacked.
Network users naturally consider a defense system that
protects a network OS from these attack trials. However, a
very limited number of studies have addressed this problem. For example, Monaco et al. [20] suggested a method
that employs generic OS features to increase the robustness
of the network OS, and Wen et al. [14] proposed a system
that prohibits an application from invoking system calls
without permission. Another study [15] attempted to create
a robust and secure network OS by completely redesigning
the architecture of the network OS. The Rosemary network
OS has various built-in protection mechanisms to protect
network applications and the network OS itself. Although
they conducted pioneering research work in this area, they
did not address all possible problems; hence, more research
work is required. One aspect to consider when adding security features to a network OS is ease of deployability, in
other words, minimizing the need to change existing network equipment. This motivated us to design a system
capable of defending a network OS against diverse attack
situations (including the attacks we are proposing in this
paper). To this end, we propose a permission-based defense
approach for the network OS. This approach is based on
Android security features, which have various permission
lists named manifest. However, it is difficult to deploy
an Android permission system on a network OS as the
Android OS is designed for mobile devices. Because of the
difference between the features of SDN applications and
those of Android applications, deploying such a permission
system on a network OS would require significant effort. It
would involve extracting the features of SDN applications
and designing a new permission system that is compatible
with the SDN applications. This has motivated us to design
a system capable of defending a network OS from diverse
attack cases (including the attacks we have proposed).
To this end, we propose a permission-based defending
approach for network OSs. This approach first generalizes
the behavior of network applications running on a network
OS to extract common behavioral features. Based on the
extracted features, our proposed system provides a way
to define allowed and disallowed behaviors for a network
Security Comm. Networks 2016; 9:1971–1982 © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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application. Considering the generalized behavior of the
SDN applications, we suggest an SDN-specific permission
system capable of restricting the possible actions of each
SDN application.
4.2. Behavior of network applications
Various network applications running on multiple network
OSs were analyzed to define their behavior. Although
legacy applications (e.g., MS Word and Notepad) could
also be considered network applications, the latter applications are likely to show some common behavioral patterns
because they follow the OpenFlow protocol and respond
according to pre-specified behavioral patterns. Our analysis revealed two important common features that distinguish a network application from a legacy application.
First, input locations are limited. Unlike a general application that has almost unlimited input types and values, a
network application receives inputs from limited locations.
Second, the behavior of network applications is relatively
restricted compared with that of a legacy application. A
general application may be capable of performing actions
that are quite diverse (e.g., copy, read, write, and remove)
for a particular event, which requires the program to be
complicated. However, a network application is likely to
have a limited behavioral set for such an event, such as
creating a flow rule and requesting a core module for sending the rule back to the data plane. We believe it should
be possible to use these two permission sets in defining
the behavior of a network application and thus that they
would be able to assist us to define permissions for a network application. Figure 4 shows the difference between
the features of network and generic applications. It is clear
that generic applications receive various user inputs and
produce results according to these inputs. On the other
hand, a network application receives an OpenFlow request
message from the data plane in reply to which it returns
a response message and stores the process information to
internal storage.
4.3. Generalizing behavior of
network applications
The analysis presented in Section 4.2 indicated the main
role of network applications to be the processing of
requests from the data plane, a finding on which we based
our investigation of publically available SDN applications
from various network OSs such as NOX, FloodLight, and
OpenDaylight. As a result of this analysis, we defined the
term State of a network application. A specific OpenFlow message from the data plane is defined as a State
of an SDN application.

 In our analysis, we include network applications distributed

with FloodLight, POX, NOX, and OpenDayLight.
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Figure 4. Difference between network applications and generic application.

4.3.1. OpenFlow state.
In general, the life cycle of a network application is
quite simple. It waits for a request from the data plane,
receives the request from it, processes the request, and
sends the result back to the data plane.
According to Openflow specification version 1.1, there
are three different OpenFlow requests from the data plane:
Packet_in, Flow_removed, and Port_status,
each of which is processed differently by the
network application.
These three different types of requests are defined as
States. The State is used as the unit to which the permission details can be applied. That is, the permission set
of an application can be changed on each different
State. For example, the role of a Layer 2 Learning
Switch application on the FloodLight network OS is to
add or remove flow entries of opposite switch when
a flow is created or removed in a switch. When a
Packet_in request has occurred, this application generates either a Packet_out or a Flowmod_add message, which sends back to the corresponding opposite
switch. It generates and sends a Flowmod_delete
message when a Flow_removed request has occurred.
Without State information, this application will always
be allowed to send Packet_out, Flowmod_add, and
Flowmod_delete messages in any situation. On the
other hand, the application can be required to obtain
permission to send a message if it has State information. This state-related permission set enables the
system administrator to have an increased awareness
of the activities of each application. Based on the
OpenFlow specification version 1.1 and our analysis of
SDN applications, we found that a network application can have up to five states. The States are listed
as follows.
 Initial State. When the controller starts, applications are in the Initial State, in which applications
are initialized and configured.
 Ready State. After initialization, applications are in
the Ready State, that is, they are ready to receive
a new event. This is the basic State in which all
applications are positioned before receiving a request
from the data plane.
1976

 PACKETIN State. When the controller receives a
Packet_in OpenFlow message and forwards the
message to a network application, the receiving application changes its State to PACKETIN State.
 FLOWREM State. When the controller receives a
Flow_removed OpenFlow message, an application
with permission to process it will change its State
to FLOWREM State.
 PORTSTATUS State. If the controller receives a
Port_status OpenFlow message, an application
with permission to process it will change its State
to PORTSTATUS State.
4.3.2. Permission sets for SDN applications.
Current network OSs do not impose explicit restrictions on SDN applications. This allows buggy or malicious
applications to run arbitrary commands, which may be
harmful to the network OS, as described in Section 3.
By adding permission rules to SDN applications, the network administrator is able to limit application permissions
to impede malicious activities. This permission model
enables each network application to have the least privilege principle, which improves the security of the network
OS. Our model is similar to the Android permission model,
which supports a scalable permission set. In our permission policy, there are two main permission sets on SDN
applications. One is the OpenFlow message permission set,
in which each type of OpenFlow message is listed as a
permission rule. The definition of the OpenFlow States
in Section 4.3.1 enables us to create permission sets efficiently. For example, it would be possible to allow a
forwarding application to only receive Packet_in OpenFlow messages by restricting its states to Initial, Ready, and
PACKETIN States only. The other permission set is the
network OS resource permission set. Current network OS
architecture permits SDN applications to access network
OS resources without any restriction. As demonstrated in
Section 3, malicious SDN applications can modify data
on internal storage for DoS or they could even open a
backdoor to allow an unauthorized entity to access the
network. In general, SDN applications share network OS
resources, which necessitate a tracking process to establish which entity has access to a particular shared resource
and to identify which action the entity performs on the
Security Comm. Networks 2016; 9:1971–1982 © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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shared resource. Tracking requires the implementation of
authentication. Authentication, coupled with a network OS
resource permission system, would effectively defend the
system against malware or malicious attacks. We created
two network OS resource permission sets: (i) permission on accessing internal storage and (ii) permission on
system call.
4.4. Detection strategy
In the previous subsection, we described the states and
permissions that may be assigned to a network application. The permission set of a network application consists
of an OpenFlow message and a network OS resource at
running time. These two features of the network application can be combined and structured in a format similar
to XML. The format is illustrated in Figure 5. The OpenFlow permission set is highly dependent on a state. That
is, the permission set can be changed for different OpenFlow States. For example, an application that has two
OpenFlow states may have a different permission set for
each of these States. Figure 5 shows the permission
format. The two main permission sets are OpenFlow and
System resource, and these two sets are independent from
one another. OpenFlow permission is required to start from
a state tag to set the permission along with the corresponding state. Some permission lists have subpermission rules,

Table IV. Implemented permission sets.
Type

Permission name

Description

OpenFlow

PACKETOUT
FLOWMOD_ADD
FLOWMOD_DELETE
FLOWMOD_MODIFY
STATSREQUEST

Send Packet_out
Send Flowmod_add
Send Flowmod_delete
Send Flowmod_modify
Send stats_request

System

DATABASE
SYSTEMCALL

Access internal storage
Execute system call

such as FLOWMOD_ADD, FLOWMOD_DELETE, and
SYSCALL_EXECUTE. All the rules in the permission
sets are listed in Table IV. For the unspecified permission
lists, the administrator can choose allow all, deny all, or
allow with alert. With this permission set, we are able to see
how many permissions an application requires at certain
State. Figure 6 shows the required permission difference
between the benign and malicious forwarding applications.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND
EVALUATION
The performance of our detection strategy was validated
by implementing a prototype of a permission-based detection system on FloodLight network OS version 0.90.
Our implementation was found to effectively detect most
threats that were identified and described in Section 3 with
little overhead. The remainder of this section describes the
implementation and evaluation of our prototype.
5.1. Implementation

Figure 5. Sample permission example.
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A prototype of a permission-based detection system was
developed on FloodLight with the aim of protecting network OSs against the threats mentioned in Table I. FloodLight version 0.90, running on Ubuntu Linux 13.04, was
used for this purpose. The SDN configuration was performed within a Mininet environment [19]. The main
challenge in implementing the detection system was to
determine how to track all the permission sets in real time,
and this was carried out by assuming that network application developers would use our wrapper functions in a way
similar to that of Fresco [21]. Our wrapper functions enable
the network OS to track the permission set of each application in real time, which was accomplished by creating
a wrapper function that performs requested functionalities
on behalf of the network application. The wrapper function checks the permission through the permission set of
each application before performing the requested function. Based on the wrapper function, a prototype of the
permission-based malicious application detection system
was built. The prototype operates as follows. First, on
application loading time, the network OS parses the permission file that contains the permission set of each of the
applications. Second, when an application tries to perform
1977
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Figure 6. Different permissions of benign and malicious applications.

Figure 7. Preventing malicious behavior that disguises firewall application. (a) Loading permission of malicious application. (b)
Preventing unspecified behavior.

an action, the wrapper function verifies whether the action
is allowed, based on the permission set of the application.
Finally, if an application does not have permission to perform the action, our system notifies the administrator of the
action of the application and ignores the requested action.
5.2. Evaluation
5.2.1. Effectiveness of attacks.
Our results showed that off-the-shelf network OSs,
such as NOX, FloodLight, and OpenDayLight, are all
highly vulnerable to the four kinds of attacks (identified in
Section 3) by malicious network applications.
5.2.2. Evaluation of the permission system.
The ability of our detection system to effectively prevent the attacks described in Section 3 was demonstrated
by creating an example scenario of an attack based
on a system call execution attack. We have installed a
maliciously crafted network application that launches a
system shell command (e.g., launching/bin/bash). This
malicious application disguises itself as a firewall application and uses the same permission set as that of a
benign firewall application. Figure 7(a) shows the permission set in use when the application is being loaded.
When the malicious application attempted a System
1978

shell execution attack, our detection system successfully prevented the application from executing the
system call because the application does not have a
privilege to perform the call on its permission set.
Figure 7(b) shows that our permission-based detection
system prototype is capable of successfully detecting the
malicious behavior.
The overhead consumption of our detection system was
assessed by measuring the performance under two scenarios, namely, with and without the permission detection
system. For both scenarios, the start and end times were
recorded. Our performance tests were conducted with a
virtual machine and Mininet environment. The host test
system consisted of Intel i7-4850HQ and 16 GB of memory running on OS X 10.10 (Yosemite) and VMware
Fusion 7. The virtual machine was configured with a twocore CPU and 2.5 GB memory running on Ubuntu Linux
14.04 64 bit.
Table V presents the results of our performance test,
which shows that the overhead is within the margin
Table V. Performance evaluation of permission enforced
FloodLight (100 runs average).
Without permission
52.3s

With permission

Overhead

52.8s

0.5 s (0.9%)
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of accuracy Java System.nanoTime(). This result
shows that our permission-based detection system generates little overhead, for the reason that the number
of permission sets used by our system is designed to
behave in a coarse-grained manner. The number of possible
permissions is equal to the number of states times the number of possible permissions of each state, which may be
considered as involving no overhead.

6. DISCUSSION
The prevention of DoS-type attacks using our permission
framework is currently beyond the scope of our work.
Although our permission framework may be extended to
include the allowed rates and frequencies of contacts, the
permission framework generally does not address the exorbitant usage of permitted paths or executions. A number
of outstanding problems relating to solving the problems
identified and listed in Table I still remain. These limitations mainly exist because of an insufficient number of
sample network applications, which also proved problematic in other respects. Our attack scenarios were defended
by producing an anomaly detection system based on
our analysis of network applications through permissions.
However, our analysis was complicated by the limited
number of available network applications that could be
used to classify benign and malicious behaviors. In the
near future, we can expect increasing activity in the market for network OS applications, resulting in a multitude
of application samples. Once this occurs, we would be
able to expand our research on anomaly detection by using
some machine learning techniques, such as support vector
machine (SVM). Despite these limitations, the attacks we
identified and the permission system we developed relate
to real-world network OS. It is expected that we would
be able to solve the aforementioned problems during our
ongoing research efforts.
This permission system could be applied to examine
SDN applications, especially for public application stores.
For example, the administrators of the HP SDN application
store could examine a submitted SDN application by comparing the application description with the application permission, verifying whether the application has permissions
that are not written in the description. Because over privileged applications may have potential malicious codes,
administrators could refuse to publish these applications or
ask the developers to fix the issues.

7. RELATED WORK
Several pioneering studies have been conducted to investigate security issues relating to SDN [13]. Possible
threat vectors in SDN were studied [22], possible security problems presented by the OpenFlow protocol were
tracked [23], and other possible attack scenarios were discovered [24,25]. However, our work differs from these
studies in that it is the first attempt to illustrate real-world
Security Comm. Networks 2016; 9:1971–1982 © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec

attack scenarios involving the subversion of a network OS.
Previous work focused on the data plane as being the most
vulnerable to external attacks. Typically, adverse behavior does not physically access the control plane. While the
industry was still considering opening an SDN application
store, adversaries would have had a gateway for hacking
network OSs with a maliciously crafted network application. However, now that an SDN application store [18] has
been launched, adversaries have a way to access the control
plane by creating maliciously crafted network applications
and distributing them on the SDN application store.
To prevent unintended results, several researchers
focused on SDN security features. FortNOX [26] prevents
rule conflicts among applications in real time. SEFloodLight [27] is an extension and improvement of the FortNOX system implemented in FloodLight. NICE [28] is a
tool for automating OpenFlow application testing to find
bugs and evaluate the reliability of a network application.
YANC [20] adopts UNIX permission separation in modern
OSs to a network application through a file system concept.
Recently, research concerning the security of an SDN
controller [29–31] was conducted. This work suggests a
growing interest in security issues relating to network OSs.
There have been many efforts to investigate permissionbased security enhancement. Specifically, research involving the use of a permission set to provide improved
access control on Android [32] OSs is one of the security issues currently receiving the most attention [33–36].
However, no work has yet been performed in connection
with permission set systems on network OSs. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work suggesting the
use of a proper permission set for each network application based on our analysis of the network application
behavior in the context of SDN. To date, few studies
have dealt with permission-based authentication systems
for SDN [14,37]. PermOF [14] proposes the use of 18
permission sets under four distinct categories (Read, Notification, Write, and System). The former three categories
are OpenFlow-related permissions, whereas the remaining
category controls the access to the local resources provided
by a network OS, such as network access or file system
access. OperationCheckpoint [37] adopts the part of the
permission set of PermOF, which was implemented on the
FloodLight controller. However, this permission set is too
coarse grained and does not enable network application
users to distinguish malicious applications from benign
applications. In contrast to their approach, our permission
system has five states for each of the permissions, which
help application users to determine when the application
uses each OpenFlow protocol.
Our previous work [15] proposed a security-enhanced
network OS based on the micro-NOS concept that spawns
network applications independently. Following the microNOS concept, the network OS, named, Rosemary Kernel,
and each network application are launched in separate processes at different levels of security (kernel mode and
user mode, inspired by exokernel [38]). Thus, a network
application cannot invade network OS resources, such
1979
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as network topology information in its memory, without proper permissions. Moreover, a network application
is monitored by the Resource Manager, which inspects
whether network applications exceed their own capabilities in terms of memory, CPU, file descriptor, and network usage as accounted in their permission assessment.
Although Rosemary effectively prevents DoS and internal
storage manipulation attacks, it is not designed to prevent well-crafted malicious applications from poisoning
the data plane. As mentioned earlier, because of the statebased permission system, most malicious behavior can be
filtered in the application install phase.

8. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated that network OSs currently in use are
vulnerable and can be exploited through various attack vectors as shown by the exploitation examples. Most existing
network OSs that were analyzed do not include security
concepts that may prevent attacks such as DoS, internal
storage manipulation, data plane poisoning, and system
shell execution. An analysis of the behavior of network
applications enabled us to extract the unique features of
those applications to model the normal operation of each
application role. A table containing the permission set
was created for each application, and behavioral patterns
were clustered in an attempt to group user applications
according to their functionality. Moreover, we suggested
an approach for the classification of core and user applications. A prototype abnormal behavior network application
detector was implemented on FloodLight using the aforementioned features we identified. Future work aims to
adapt existing state-of-the-art work, such as static analysis
and dynamic analysis.
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